



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Althing Clinic Welcomes New Healthcare Professionals to Enhance 
Patient Care

Austin, Minnesota – January 10, 2024

Althing Clinic is pleased to announce the latest additions to our dedicated healthcare team. We 
are thrilled to welcome Nurse Practitioner Lori Aasen and Certified Medical Assistant Plae Meh, 
who bring a wealth of experience and passion for patient care to our practice.

Lori Aasen joins Althing Clinic with her extensive background in urgent care, infusion and holistic 
health services. She is committed to providing personalized and comprehensive care to our 
patients, utilizing the latest medical advancements and a patient-centered approach. Ms. Aasen 
is excited to contribute to the health and well-being of the Austin community and surrounding 
areas.

Adding to our team is Plae Meh, a skilled and compassionate professional who is a member of 
the Karenni community . She brings a diverse set of skills and cultural competency to our 
practice, enhancing our ability to serve the needs of our multicultural patient population. Ms. 
Meh is dedicated to creating a welcoming and inclusive environment for all patients, ensuring 
that everyone receives high-quality care tailored to their unique needs.

"We are delighted to welcome Ms. Aasen and Plae Meh to the Althing Clinic family," said Katja 
Kressmann,General Manager at Althing. "Their expertise, commitment to patient care, and 
cultural competence will further strengthen our ability to provide comprehensive and accessible 
healthcare services to Austin and surrounding communities."

Althing Clinic remains committed to delivering exceptional, inclusive and modernized healthcare 
services, and these new additions to our team align with our mission to prioritize the well-being 
of our patients. We look forward to the positive impact that Ms. Aasen and Ms. Meh will have on 
the health and vitality of the expanding communities Althing serves.

For more information or to schedule an appointment with Ms. Aasen or Ms. Meh, please contact 
Althing Clinic in Austin.
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healthcare in rural communities. Althing’s commitment to access is highlighted in its 
clinic, school district and home health solutions. Whether serving diverse populations or 
proactively bringing health services to the community, Althing holds to its principles: 
equity, quality, access, and value. To learn more about Althing visit althingmodel.com 
and subscribe to https://www.youtube.com/@althing7525/videos 

Contact Katja Kressmann at 218-461-0655 
katja.kressmann@myalthingclinic.com
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